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Abstract The K-band (24-GHz) celestial referenceframe (K-CRF) program, supported through the UnitedStates Naval Observatory’s (USNO) 50% timeshareallocation of the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA), hasso far provided high-resolution VLBA images for morethan 800 Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) at up to 81epochs, as part of extending the International CelestialReference Frame (ICRF) to K-band. A comprehensiveanalysis of these images has yielded metrics that serveas indicators for the suitability of each source as acalibrator or reference point. Additionally, our mod-elling efforts provide crucial insights into the overalldimensions and orientation of the source structure.Although AGN such as the Celestial Reference Frame(CRF) sources typically appear more compact at K-band than at X-band (8.4 GHz), they can, on occasion,still display noticeable extended emissions at K-band.We therefore initiated a project aimed at modellingstructure effects in the astrometric analysis process.
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This involves utilizing readily available K-CRF VLBIimages and up-to-date source structure models. Thispaper offers an overview of our image analysis effortsand outlines our plans to investigate the impact ofsource structure using all available K-CRF sources.
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1 Imaging Status

The K-band celestial reference frame (K-CRF) program1
has recently published high-resolution Very Long Base-line Interferometer (VLBI) images of 732 Active Galac-tic Nuclei (AGN) spanning up to 28 epochs per source,totalling an impressive 5078 images (de Witt et al.,2023b). All these images have been derived exclusivelyfrom monthly/bi-monthly 24-hour Very Long BaselineArray (VLBA, Napier, 1995) sessions observed from July2015 to July 2018. The sessions were all observed inright circular polarization (RCP) using a data rate of2 Gbps. Approximately 250 sources were observed ineach session.Building on this achievement, we have further ex-panded our imaging efforts by completing imaging foran additional 5 VLBA sessions observed from Septem-ber 2018 to November 2018. As a result, we have nowsuccessfully captured images of 817 sources at up to 33epochs, resulting in a total of 6095 images (availablefrom our K-band imaging database2).
1 K-band AstroGeo VLBI Project webpage
2 K-band Imaging Database
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The imaging for observations between December2018 and January 2023 is completed and will be acces-sible in our database in December 2023, once mod-elfitting is finalized. This will increase the number ofsources to more than 820 and will add 48 additionalepochs (11 epochs at 2 Gbps RCP and 37 epochs at 4Gbps dual-polarization), totalling 81 epochs. The imag-ing process for all VLBA sessions up to August 2023 isin its final stages and will result in a database of over16,000 images.

2 Imaging, Analysis and Results

For imaging purposes, the correlated visibility datafrom our K-CRF VLBA observations are calibratedusing the NRAO’s Astronomical Imaging ProcessingSystem (AIPS, Greisen, 2003) via a semi-automatedapproach. The data calibration largely follows theVLBA calibration pipeline, utilizing standard AIPSutilities. An automated pipeline is employed forself-calibration, imaging, and deconvolution withthe Caltech Difference Mapping software (DIFMAP,Shepherd, 1997). Custom Python routines generateimages, u,v-coverage plots, and scan-averaged cali-brated visibility amplitude plots. For example, suchplots for the source NRAO140 (J0336+3218) from ourK-CRF VLBA observations on 27 Oct 2018, are shownin Figure 1.From each final K-band image, we extract variousimage parameters, including the peak brightness,total CLEAN flux density and the weighted averagecorrelated flux density for four baseline length ranges(as shown in Figure 2), the background rms brightnesslevel over the entire residual image and the imagesignal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), the quality of the fitbetween the observed and model visibilities afterself-calibration, the maximum absolute brightnessvalue in the residual map, the clean beam minor andmajor axes FWHM and position angle, an estimateof the residual rms phase calibration error, and a filewith the flux density and position of each of the imageCLEAN components. A comprehensive description ofthese image parameters can be found in de Witt et al.(2023b).It is well-established that source structure and itsvariability can introduce significant errors in astromet-ric VLBI delay measurements and destabilize source

positions (e.g., Charlot, 1990). While sources at K-bandgenerally appear more compact than they do at S- andX-band as demonstrated by recent near-simultaneousS- (2.3 GHz), X- (8.4 GHz), K- (24 GHz), and Q-band(43 GHz) VLBA images (de Witt et al., 2022), they canstill exhibit measurable extended emission (see Fig-ure 3). We have therefore embarked on a project to ap-ply source structure corrections directly to our K-banddata during the astrometric analysis process, using up-dated source models obtained from our dedicated K-CRF observing campaigns on the VLBA (e.g., de Witt etal., 2023b).

3 Modelfitting

Source characteristics are estimated by fitting modelsdirectly to the visibility data through least squares. Weuse the MODELFIT task within DIFMAP to fit a modelconsisting of two circular Gaussian components to thecalibrated visibilities. This process allows us to deter-mine the flux density and FWHM angular size of thebrightest and second brightest components, as well asthe vector offset between the two components. To effi-ciently handle the substantial volume of data, we havedeveloped an automated pipeline dedicated to mod-elfitting.In addition to the modelfitting in DIFMAP, we alsofit a line through the locations of image CLEAN com-ponents using a custom Python routine. This approachprovides an effective means of gauging the source’sangle of elongation and validating the robustness ofthe modelfitting in DIFMAP. Both unweighted and flux-density-weighted fits are performed. The outcomes ofour modelfitting for the source NRAO140 (J0336+3218)from VLBA observations on 27 Oct 2018 are shown inFigure 4. More detailed information about the mod-elfitting process is available in de Witt et al. (2023b).

4 Structure Quantities and Source
Variability

For a source to be considered a suitable VLBI calibra-tor or reference source, it should ideally be bright andcompact at the frequency of observation and exhibitminimal variation over time. To assess source suitabil-
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Fig. 1 Example plots for NRAO140 (J0336+3218). Left: image with both contours and colour scale showing brightness. The contourlevels are listed below the image, and start at 3× the background rms brightness level and increase by factors of 2 thereafter. Center:the u,v-coverage plot. Right: the scan-averaged visibility amplitudes plotted against the baseline length.

Fig. 2 The correlated visibility amplitude versus baseline lengthplot for the source NRAO140 (J0336+3218) from 27 Oct 2018.The colours indicate the correlated visibility amplitude and cor-responding weighted average over baseline lengths < 1000 km(shown in red), between 1000 and < 3000 km (shown in green),between 3000 and < 5000 km (shown in blue), and 5000 km ormore (shown in black). Also shown is the weighted average overall baselines (in orange). For each, the weighted average valueis presented alongside the corresponding standard deviation inparentheses.

ity, we utilize the parameters and CLEAN componentmodels derived from our VLBA images. These assess-ments include the analysis of flux density variability,source structure quantities and their variability, andimage quality.Source structure quantities comprise (1) a measureof source compactness or core domination, (2) radialextent, indicating the extent of source structureand overall angular size, and (3) a structure index(SI) quantifying the astrometric quality of a source,defined as SI = 1 + 2 × log10(τmedian), where τmedianrepresents the median value of the structure delaycorrections, i.e. the additional phase terms due tosource structure computed for each CLEAN compo-nent and each VLBI baseline for a particular image,

in units of picoseconds (ps). An SI value between 0and 2 indicates compact structure or faint extendedemission, while values closer to 3 imply more sub-stantial structural features and values of 4 or moresignify pronounced extended emission or intricatestructural elements. More detailed information aboutthe structure metrics is available from de Witt et al.(2023b).Time-series plots of fluctuations in peak bright-ness, core flux density, CLEAN flux density, andweighted average correlated flux densities for thesource NRAO140 (J0336+3218), across 73 distinctepochs of VLBA observations conducted betweenJuly 2015 and January 2023, are shown in Figure 5.Time-series plots of the structure metrics, includingsource compactness, flux-density-weighted radialextent, and SI, for the source NRAO140 (J0336+3218),are shown in Figure 6. These plots reveal trends forthis source such as increasing flux density over time,accompanied by a transition toward slightly more coredomination. The images themselves show a fading ofweak extended emission as the flux density increases.

5 Conclusions and outlook

We are actively working on numerous initiatives to en-hance, maintain, and refine the K-CRF. Our roadmapincludes completing the imaging of all VLBA astromet-ric K-band sessions from 2019 onwards and character-izing source structures and their temporal variations.Our primary goal is to maintain a dynamic database ofhigh-resolution, multi-epoch K-band images, allowingus to evaluate source strength and morphology contin-
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Fig. 3 Images for a selection of K-CRF sources. Both the colour scale and contours show brightness. For each image the colourscale is given at right, and the contour levels listed below. Our images show that the majority of K-CRF sources have a compactstructure with no or weak extended emission, similar to that of the first two sources in the top panel. However, some sources doshow significant structural features, such as bright extended emission, bright secondary components, or a more complex structure,such as those shown in the remaining six images.

Fig. 4 Contour image of the source NRAO140 (J0336+3218)from 27 Oct 2018. The contours are in grey. The locations of theCLEAN components, ccomp, are shown with green crosses ex-cept for the component farthest from the phase centre which isindicated with a red cross. The diagonal red and blue lines arethose fitted through the ccomp locations, measuring the over-all orientation of the source, with CCF, in blue, being the un-weighted fit and wCCF the flux-density weighted one. The po-sition angles of these lines in degrees N through E are given inthe legend. Finally, the positions and sizes of the DIFMAP mod-elfit components (DMF) are shown using magenta circles, alsowith the position angle in parentheses in the legend.

Fig. 5 Time-series plots of the source NRAO140 (J0336+3218)across 73 distinct epochs of VLBA observations between July2015 and January 2023. The top panel shows the peak bright-ness, Sp, core flux density, Score, and CLEAN flux density, Scln.The bottom panel shows the weighted average correlated fluxdensity for each of the baseline length ranges shown in Figure 2.The corresponding mean value for each quantity, followed by thecorresponding variability index in parentheses, are given in theFigure legends at top left in each panel

uously. Our objective is to study the impact of sourcestructure on the K-CRF by modelling the structure ef-fects in our astrometric and geodetic analyses. Theoutline of our plan is to:
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Fig. 6 Time-series plots of the source NRAO140 (J0336+3218)across 73 distinct epochs of VLBA observations between July2015 and January 2023. These plots show the evolution of sourcestructure metrics over time. The top plot shows the source com-pactness measures, where C1 = Sp/Scln, C2 = Score/Scln, and
C3 = S4/S1. The middle plot shows the flux-density weightedradial extent, E10, in units of mas. The bottom plot shows thestructure index, SI. In each plot, the mean values for each line,followed by the corresponding standard deviations in parenthe-ses, are given in the plot legends.

1. Quantify the structure and variability of all K-CRFsources.2. Assess the impact of source structure on the K-CRF.3. Implement a model to correct for source structurein the astrometric and geodetic analysis softwareVieVS (Böhm et al., 2018).
The ultimate aim is to produce a CRF with struc-ture corrections applied to all sessions, which wouldbe a significant achievement in the field of absolute as-trometry!
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